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Interactive report
Want more? To get more information about the retail industry,
download Blippar and scan the pages for additional content.
1. Download the free Blippar app from the App Store or
Google Play and open it on your smartphone or tablet.
2. Scan any page that has the Blippar icon for additional
statistics, animation and further reading.
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Executive summary
The UK high street: a hotbed of opportunity.
For retailers across the UK, the question of whether
to invest in high-street stores has never been more
challenging.

The rapid rise of digital retail
On the one hand, online sales continue to outpace the rise
in overall retail sales. Furthermore, with expectations shaped
by companies such as ASOS, customers are clamouring for
retailers to provide more personalised, hyper-convenient
ways to shop – which are enabled primarily through
digital channels.1

Using stores to connect with customers
On the other hand, a physical store will always be a vital channel
through which retailers can foster a more intimate relationship
with customers. The importance of face-to-face interaction in
delivering a satisfying customer experience has helped drive a
number of online-only retailers, including Amazon and Alibaba,
to venture into real estate for the first time.2

Yet Barclays’ survey of over 2,000 UK consumers reveals
that demand for a vibrant, diverse high street remains
strong. Our results suggest that those that set their shops
apart from the rest – using digital to enhance the in-store
experience – stand to win a greater share of consumers’
minds and wallets.

The importance of face-to-face interaction
in delivering a satisfying customer experience
has helped drive a number of online-only
retailers to venture into real estate for the
first time.2

Low confidence is stifling investment
For many retailers, though, the rapid growth in digital
shopping could lead to physical stores being viewed as
uneconomical or even redundant. At the same time, the
recent increase in store vacancies suggests that the Brexit
vote has compounded retailers’ hesitance to invest in
opening new stores and improving existing ones.3
1

https://www.marketingweek.com/2014/10/22/can-asos-blaze-a-trail-in-personalising-online-retail/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2016/02/11/why-would-amazon-open-physical-stores/#93255043a1ab
3
http://www.spring-board.info/benchmarks/
2
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In this report, we share insights from our research to help
retailers of all sizes develop a strategy encompassing both digital
and bricks-and-mortar stores. The key points covered are:

Consumers still want to shop in-store, despite the
growth in online sales

Retailers must do more to quench shoppers’
thirst for diversity

Consumers remain committed and loyal to British
retailers post Brexit

In sharp contrast to the views of some commentators, our
survey shows that the British high street is alive and well.
Shoppers say they are more likely to visit the physical stores
of national and local retailers over the next 12 months than
shop with them online. Many still visit their local high street
to buy groceries (46%) or simply to window shop or
browse (27%).

While consumers continue to visit and enjoy their local high
street, they clearly believe that there is room for improvement.
In particular, our survey shows they are crying out for a wider
range of vibrant and diverse stores. A greater proportion of
respondents say their high street has declined over the past
three years (45%) than say it had improved (22%) – and the
number one reason they gave for that decline was that the
variety of stores had decreased. The top three types of outlets
that customers would like to see more of are independent
specialist retailers, independent cafes and restaurants, and
boutique stores.

For some retailers, the economic uncertainty caused by Brexit
may have dampened enthusiasm for investing in physical
stores. Yet our research indicates that consumer faith in the
retail sector remains high: over half believe that British retailers
will help the country withstand the economic uncertainty of
Brexit. And 65% believe we have a duty to support British
retailers and British goods after the Brexit vote.

Furthermore, most consumers still have a clear need to see
certain items in person before making a purchase: 63% of
respondents say there is a limit to the amount they would
spend online on an expensive item.

Clever use of digital technology could help
to drive footfall
As they seek to reinvent the in-store experience, retailers
may want to experiment with digital technologies. More
than half of respondents say that touchscreen features
(65%) and smart fitting rooms (57%) would make them
more likely to visit a store, while mobile and contactless
payments are viewed as useful rather than ‘just another
gimmick’. The results also reveal a growing interest in
newer technologies such as augmented and virtual reality.
Empowering customers to use their mobile devices in
stores – for example, to receive information about special
offers from beacons – could be particularly valuable for
retailers: our survey shows that the use of mobile channels
is set to grow steeply over the next 12 months.
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In addition, notwithstanding the recent dip in consumer
confidence, just 22% of consumers say they feel less likely
today to spend money on big-ticket items than they did
before Brexit.

The rapid evolution of the UK high street
Despite the rise of digital shopping, there is firm consumer demand for
a well-functioning and well-looked-after high street.
The UK consumer has been key to recent economic growth.
Following a period of post-crisis stagnation, retail spending
has been growing steadily since 2013 – supporting an
expansion in economic activity and employment growth. In
2015, retail sales volumes rose by 4.3% – an 11-year high –
with overall household spending increasing by 2.8%.4

Sweet spot for consumers
Largely, this is because the past two years have marked a
‘sweet spot’ for UK consumers: sentiment and real spending
power have been boosted by cheaper energy, rising employment, near-zero inflation, retailer discounting, slightly firmer
earnings growth, wealth effects from rising house prices,
and a seventh successive year of record-low interest rates.

Changing face of the British high street

Polarised growth of discounters and higher-end retailers
These new entrants have made conditions particularly
tough for operators in the middle-market segment, with
fierce price competition from online commerce further
squeezing profit margins.

Together, these trends have disrupted the ‘traditional’
British high street:
New arrivals
Alongside a number of big-name casualties, traditional
mainstays such as bookshops and newsagents have given
way to convenience stores, charity shops and pound shops.

UK retail sales volumes (Index: 2013 = 100)
115
110

A shift in shopping behaviour

105

The growth in consumer spending has not, however,
been uniform across all retail sectors. We can see evolving
consumer habits and technological change driving a shift
towards online, convenience and discount channels.

100
95
90

4

http://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/bulletins/retailsales/july2016
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Broader spending data also point to a shift in the pattern of
consumers’ discretionary spending, with a greater number of
households opting to focus on experiences – entertainment,
eating out and holidays – rather than clothing, electronics
and other household goods.

Empty spaces
Vacancy rates also remain high, reflecting a trend of decline
in the number of retail stores and in consumer footfall.
According to the British Retail Consortium/Springboard
Footfall Monitor, high-street store vacancies nationally
accounted for 10.1% of the total number of outlets in July
2016 – a 15-month high.5 The worst affected areas are the
north of England and Yorkshire, with a 15.8% vacancy rate.6
Despite this disruption, our survey shows that demand for a
diverse, well-maintained high street remains strong: 81% of
shoppers are likely to use a national retailer’s physical store
over the next 12 months, and 77% are planning to visit a
local/independent retailer, making these the second and
third most popular shopping channels.

Thinking back over the past three years, do you feel
your local high street has improved or got worse?
3% 4%

Significantly
improved

12%
18%

Improved

No change
Got worse
Got significantly
worse
now
Don’t k

33%
30%

Yet the results also show that there is a real need to inject
innovation and energy in the high street. Almost half (45%)
of shoppers feel that their local high street has worsened
over the past three years, and this sentiment is particularly
strong in the north of England – potentially reflecting the
high vacancy rate in the region.

“As a retail business, it’s really important
to stand for something – you’ve got to
have a point of difference. I look at a
number of retailers today on the high
street and I think sometimes those points
of difference aren’t strong enough in the
customer’s mind.”
Simon Belsham, CEO, Notonthehighstreet.com

The main criticism is a decline in the variety of stores, while
more than a third of shoppers also note a deterioration in
cleanliness and general appearance, and that it is ‘just like
any other British high street’.
Among those that had seen an improvement, a larger
variety of stores and better cleanliness were this time
identified as the biggest positive changes. This implies a
fairly diverse pattern across different neighbourhoods and
regions and a widening divide between more prosperous
areas and less-advantaged retail pockets.

5

http://www.spring-board.info/benchmarks/

6http://news.sky.com/story/shop-vacancies-rise-above-10-in-town-centres-10537295
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The draw of cafe culture
Our survey also suggests that cafe culture is reshaping the
high street, with one in four consumers visiting a cafe or
coffee shop daily. An increase in the number of cafes and
restaurants is identified as a positive factor by 39% of those
who had seen an improvement in their local high streets.

What specific things do you feel have
improved over the past three years?
It is cleaner/smarter

44%

Larger variety of stores

43%

More cafes and restaurants opening up

39%

More discount stores available

22%

There is more to do in the evening

20%

Availability of locally sourced produce

18%

You are made to feel welcome to browse

18%

Higher-end/luxury brands opening in our area

16%

It feels more ‘villagey’ or authentic to the area

15%

It feels safer

14%

Availability of produce from foreign countries

11%

More health and beauty services

11%

Fewer discount stores available

9%

The retail and hospitality outlets consumers
would like to see more on their high street
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Restaurant

44%

36%

Independent
specialist retailers

Independent cafes
and restaurants

29%

28%

24%

Discount stores

Boutique stores

National supermarkets

CINEMA

CAFE

11%

13%

17%

20%

Art galleries

Charity shops

Chain cafes
and restaurants

National retail chains
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23%
Cinemas, theatres or
entertainment venues

The new consumer generation
Better value and fast delivery are key to driving customer loyalty, while in-store
tech holds the potential to drive footfall.
In recent years, the balance of power has shifted from
retailers to consumers. The sluggish recovery from the
global financial crisis has engendered a more cautious and
price-sensitive buyer, whose shopping habits have been
transformed by ecommerce and the increasing proliferation
of digital and smart devices.

Better-informed consumers
The growth of social media and price-comparison sites has
allowed consumers to make informed purchasing decisions,
eroding brand and retailer loyalty, while creating a more
polarised environment of discount retailers (for most basic
items) and higher-end, premium retailers.

Shifting allegiances
As online shopping has revolutionised the convenience of
retail, so buyers have also displayed an increasing tendency
to switch – both in terms of the retailer and the type of
shopping channel used. With m-commerce enabling
shoppers to compare prices of almost any product, and with
peer reviews on social media empowering them further, the
consumer has more choice and information than ever before.
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Switching might be more prevalent than in the past, but
our survey suggests that UK consumers retain a degree of
allegiance, with around 71% of shoppers using broadly the
same retailers as they did three years ago.
Many factors could account for this, such as the dominant
position of incumbent retailers, concerns over online security
when it comes to less well-known retailers, and the role of
retailer loyalty schemes (which despite having lost some of
their potency still appear to be an important consideration
for a sizeable minority of shoppers in our survey).

Clothing

Personal
Health
Groceries
House
electronics and beauty
and garden

If you mostly buy from different retailers now,
what made you switch?
Wider variety of products

32%

31%

36%

22%

30%

Products that are better suited to my personal taste/needs

33%

19%

26%

18%

21%

Better value

47%

53%

49%

55%

39%

Better online shopping experience

25%

27%

24%

13%

20%

It’s easier to return items after I’ve purchased them

13%

14%

6%

6%

10%

More frequent sales/discounts

21%

25%

20%

18%

16%

Pleasant environment inside the store

12%

9%

9%

14%

19%

Loyalty schemes

12%

10%

14%

21%

14%
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That said, for those consumers that had switched, the
search for better value is cited by 49% as the major factor
driving this change (the frequency of sales and discounting
also rank highly). Among those that hadn’t switched, price
is also the main factor that might persuade them to hotfoot
it elsewhere.

Social media:
a growing channel for customer complaints
Compared with three years ago:

•

The number of consumers who opt for social media
as a channel to query or complain to retailers has
increased fivefold

•

Consumers are five times less likely to send physical
post to query or complain to retailers.

On a broad level, this explains the shift from big-box,
out-of-town grocer formats to smaller, centrally located
stores with a targeted product range supplying prepared
foods and impulse purchases to satisfy shoppers’ more
immediate needs.
This hyper-convenience shift is also altering expectations
for more service-oriented retail processes. Through social
media, consumers have become accustomed to receiving
a prompt reply.
Meanwhile a recurring theme of recent years has been
retailers’ logistical struggle to keep pace with rapid growth
in online demand and fulfilment. Almost three quarters of
shoppers in our survey say that they would be more likely to
buy items from a retailer that could guarantee delivery in a
very short time.

More retailers are experimenting with innovative ways to
make delivery better, cheaper and more convenient.
Click-and-collect services are expanding rapidly into local
newsagents and even underground stations, and selfservice lockers and ‘clothing pods’ (cubicles where
customers can collect clothes they ordered online, try them
on, and immediately return the items if they aren’t happy)
are also emerging.

“It took retailers a little while to grasp
that in a world of digital retail, where you
are transacting without a store, the supply
chain is the customer experience.”
Lucy Larkin, retail expert, Accenture

Hyper-convenience and delivery demands

How soon do customers expect retailers to respond to a complaint?

Alongside the constant pressure on retailers to meet buyer
expectations on price, the ability for customers to shop any
time, anywhere has led to growing demand on retailers to
raise their game in other areas.

I expect small or independent
retailers to respond as quickly to a
complaint as a larger national retailer

In the convenience economy, where on-demand services
are becoming increasingly prevalent, more shoppers
(and particularly the millennial generation) are expecting
businesses to be ‘always on’, regardless of their size
or location.

If I make a complaint on social
media or via email, I expect retailers
to respond within an hour
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30%

10%

35%

28%

23%

36%

Strongly agree

Slightly agree

Slightly disagree

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

10% 2%

19%

8%

Personalising the experience
Gender divide:
the shopping habits of men and women
Our survey reveals the following differences between
men and women in their online shopping habits and
loyalty to retailers.

•

Women are more likely than men to have switched
retailers over the past three years for health and
beauty, groceries, and home and garden

•

Men are more likely than women to say that ‘better
value’ would encourage them to switch retailers –
across all product categories. By contrast, women
are more likely than men to move to retailers that
offer a wider variety of products and products that
are better suited to their tastes and needs

•

•

More women than men say they are likely or very
likely to use the following channels over the next
12 months: the online store of a national retailer
(66% women vs 54% men); the mobile/tablet app
of a national retailer (39% women vs 33% men);
and an online marketplace for independent retailers
(36% women vs 30% men)
Women are far more likely than men to say that a
smart fitting room would make them want to visit
a store (66% women vs 52% men).

Please indicate the extent to which the availability of these services
would make you more likely to buy items from that specific retailer

To a great
extent

To some
extent

Ability to check online whether a local store has a product in stock

44%

47%

Ability to deliver items in a very short time frame

24%

47%

Online service providing personalised advice from experts, based on your stated
tastes and preferences

8%

38%

Automatically generated recommendations, based on purchase and search
history online

8%

42%

Relevant content

6%

36%
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We can expect the trend towards personalisation to
continue, driven in part by rising consumer demand for
more customised services and product choice, but also
increasingly by the collection and use of personal data.
Beacons with the ability to receive data and transmit
personalised marketing to individuals’ mobile devices are
steadily increasing their presence on major high streets,
while social media activity and search histories offer scope
for the marketing of goods or brands based on algorithms
around personal information.
To some extent, this sort of intelligence shifts a degree
of empowerment back to the retailer, but the intensifying
collection and use of data will also heighten concerns over
personal privacy.

“Social media has completely changed the
way customers behave. It’s remarkable, really,
how a lot of our pieces are sold because
someone on Instagram was wearing it.”
Connie Di Gennaro, Chief Commercial Officer, Wolf & Badger
Our survey points to considerable interest in
personalisation, but also raises a note of caution: while
around half of shoppers think more personalised retail
services and recommendations could make them buy
more at a specific retailer, less than 10% believe it would
have a significant impact on their levels of spending.

The new wave of retail technology
A hybrid channel that blurs the boundaries between online and bricks
and mortar is gaining ground in UK retail.
16

Massive smartphone penetration, next-generation
broadband and the rise of shopping apps have
revolutionised point-of-sale retail decisions. Our survey
suggests that a new wave of technology-led change is
on its way.

The drive online
In recent years, we have seen online sales recording robust
double-digit growth – far outpacing the rise in overall retail
sales. Our survey shows that online stores were the most
commonly used retail channels over the past year.
The UK is already among the world’s leading ecommerce
countries, with online sales accounting for 14.2% of all
retail transactions in July 2016.7 Comparable country
estimates of online sales vary, but the UK accounted
for 31% of all EU online sales in 2015, well ahead of
Germany (19%) and France (13%).8 Furthermore,
the Office for National Statistics estimates that 77%
of UK adults bought goods or services online over the
past 12 months.
Over the past few years, online retail has become the
dominant driver of retail sales growth.9 The UK has one of
the highest shares of online spending in the world,10 and is
by some margin the largest ecommerce market in Europe.
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“Different payment methods that make
it easier to be one click away from getting
something are very exciting and will
definitely change the way people shop.”
Connie Di Gennaro
Chief Commercial Officer, Wolf & Badger
The drive online is clearly backed up by the findings of our
survey, which show that the online stores of internet-only
retailers such as Amazon and ASOS are by far the preferred
shopping channel, attracting 79% of respondents in the
past year. This compares with 53% who have used the
websites of traditional national retailers, and just 16% who
have made a purchase at the online store of a manufacturer
or own-brand retailer.
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https://www.ons.gov.uk/releases/retailsalesingreatbritainjul2016
http://www.emarketer.com/public_media/docs/eMarketer_
eTailWest2016_Worldwide_ECommerce_Report.pdf
9
http://www.retailresearch.org/onlineretailing.php
10
http://www.remarkety.com/global-ecommerce-sales-trends-andstatistics-2015
8
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Unstoppable mobile
Over the coming years, ecommerce will remain by far the
dominant channel of retail sales, driven in particular by rapidly
expanding growth in mobile transactions (m-commerce).
According to eMarketer, UK m-commerce sales rose more
than twice as fast as total ecommerce sales in 2015 and will
continue to easily outpace overall growth in online retail.
Our survey also indicates that demand is growing: whereas
a modest 17% of shoppers used a mobile/tablet app of an
internet-only retailer over the past year, 48% state that they
are likely or very likely to use such a channel over the next 12
months. Our research shows that consumers are more likely
to visit the online store of an internet-only retailer over the
next 12 months than the physical store of a national retailer.

Lingering concerns
Tablet devices currently account for more than half of
all UK m-commerce sales, but the rising popularity of
larger-screen smartphones and more stable and secure
mobile payment systems are steadily shifting the
balance towards smartphones.
Our survey indicates that shoppers view mobile
payment options such as Apple Pay, Android Pay and
the new Barclays Pingit app as useful new technology.
Just as contactless cards have gradually entered
everyday usage, so too will app-based payments
via smartphones.

“Today, payment technology can exist
almost entirely in the cloud. This enables
retailers to open stores at a much lower
cost, and to be much more flexible
about location.”

How likely do you think you are to use each
of the following during the next 12 months?

Lucy Larkin, retail expert, Accenture
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M-commerce will be a driving force of retail spending in
the years ahead, although our survey also highlighted a
number of limiting factors for online sales activity.
Chief among these is that consumers are still keen to
see and inspect certain items in person before finalising
a purchase. This applies particularly to more expensive
items and products that are more personalised (such
as jewellery or fitted furniture). Other concerns noted
by our respondents include the transaction not being
secure, and the potential that the website may
be fraudulent.

Likely
%

Neither likely
nor unlikely
%

Unlikely
%

Online store of an internet-only retailer

83

8

8

Physical store of a national retailer

81

11

6

Physical store of a local/independent retailer

77

13

8

Online store of a national retailer

60

19

19

Mobile/tablet app of an internet-only retailer

48

13

36

Mobile/tablet app of a national retailer

37

19

42

Online store of a local/independent retailer

42

27

28

Physical store of a manufacturer/own-brand retailer

36

27

34

Online marketplace for independent retailers

33

27

36

Online store of a manufacturer/own-brand retailer

30

27

40

Mobile/tablet app of a local/independent retailer

26

23

48

Mobile/tablet app of a manufacturer/own-brand retailer

22

21

53

Subscription to an online service that provides regular,
scheduled deliveries of household items

17

17

63
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A new hybrid channel

The rise of in-store tech

With consumers able to shop wherever they are and
whenever they want, the growth of m-commerce is
increasingly blurring the boundaries between bricks-andmortar stores and online retail – creating a hybrid channel
that will continue to expand and evolve.

Retailers’ ongoing investments in innovation include ‘beacon
engagement’ (which uses Bluetooth to communicate directly
with passing and in-store consumers’ smartphones), smart
fitting rooms (cubicles equipped with digital technologies
such as interactive mirrors), virtual-reality (VR) headsets,
and augmented-reality overlays of a store’s product range.

“The past 10 years have been about
pulling customers to your platforms,
whether that’s mobile or web or store.
The next 10 or 15 years might be about
existing on other platforms where your
customers exist.”

Our survey indicates mixed enthusiasm for these new
features, many of which are still in the early stages of roll-out.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the technology with which customers are
most familiar – touchscreen – is the one that is most likely to make
them want to visit a store. The broad appeal of the smart fitting
room and VR is also evident. By comparison, augmented reality
and beacon engagement receive more lukewarm responses.
For many, the personal touch is still viewed as important,
with less than a quarter seeing any appeal in customer
service robots.

If there is a limit to the amount of money that you
would spend online on a single purchase, even if
you could afford it, what are the main reasons why?

David Thomson, Head of Digital Product, Marks & Spencer
This has intensified the practice of ‘showrooming’, whereby
consumers view and test products in-store before purchasing
online, which presents a further challenge to the high street
and is driving a strategic shift among a growing number of
retailers towards developing their in-store experience.
Now technology should be at the heart of the in-store
experience. At a general level, this may involve the
deployment of WiFi (and possibly mobile/tablet devices)
for consumers to use in store, mobile payment facilities
and store ‘check-ins’ that allow retailers to track customers
and offer personalised rewards.

Before buying an expensive item, I would prefer to see it in person
to ensure that it lives up to my expectations

63%

Concern about the security of the transaction

43%

Concern that the website is fraudulent

33%

Concern that my personal data might not be stored securely after
the transaction has taken place

21%

Concern that the products will be damaged during delivery

19%

Concern that the products might get stolen or lost during delivery

16%

Concern that the vendor might share my data with third parties

14%
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Please indicate the extent to which the availability
of these technologies would make you want to
visit the store

Extent to which different regions have embraced
omni-channel shopping.
To a great extent

To some extent

Not at all

Smart fitting room

13%

44%

37%

Virtual-reality headsets

13%

44%

38%

Use of touchscreen technology in-store

12%

53%

30%

Augmented reality

9%

43%

42%

News about store-specific special offers appearing on
your phone when you walk into, or walk past, that store

8%

37%

50%

Robot customer service representative

3%

20%

70%

Scotland

Northern Ireland
North East

The rise of ‘AI commerce’?
As bricks-and-mortar stores adapt to the demands of the
connected consumer, so online retailers are seeking to gain
a competitive edge via new technologies.
The Internet of Things is yet to capture the wider public’s
attention, but home-scanning and WiFi-enabled instantorder devices – such as Amazon’s recently launched Dash
gadgets – reflect the latest innovative attempt by internetonly retailers to diversify and challenge the traditional
supermarket/department store space.
Could this herald the next wave of ‘artificial intelligence
(AI) commerce’ as ordering channels become seemingly
integrated into appliances and gadgets that respond to the
spoken word?

North West
Midlands

Doubts over drones

East of England

The growth of ecommerce is also driving a race to the
doorstep. Geotagging offers potential for online
marketplaces to identify sellers that are close to a buyer,
theoretically cutting delivery times, while Google is
exploring the feasibility of drone deliveries.12 Doubts persist
over drones’ viability, but in July 2016 Amazon agreed a deal
with the UK government to trial its own drone technology.13
Our survey findings also suggest that the public will take
some convincing, with two thirds of shoppers raising
concerns over the security, safety and privacy of drones.
And while one in five profess an interest in using drone
services if they were made available, few are willing to pay
more for the privilege.

12

Wales
London

South West

Scotland
North East
North West
Northern Ireland
Midlands

54.28
51.62
54.85
52.36
52.75
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Wales
East of England
London
South West
South East

57.92
52.62
62.14
51.85
55.03

*Aggregate of the number of channels used, the frequency of channel
use and the likelihood of continued channel use.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/08/03/google-follows-amazon-into-the-sky-with-drone-delivery-tests/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/25/amazon-to-test-drone-delivery-uk-government
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After Brexit: retail’s new playing field
Retail spending has held up well since Brexit, despite a slide in consumer confidence.
The historic decision by the UK to leave the EU has generated
huge uncertainty over the medium-term outlook for the
economy – not least within the retail sector. Key industry
drivers such as the UK’s trading arrangements with other
countries and access to the European labour market in the
future remain unknown. It is this uncertainty that is most
likely to bear down on economic activity and consumer
demand over the next few years, although broader
macroeconomic developments are likely to also play a part.
Since the Brexit vote, most indicators of UK consumer and
business sentiment have weakened, although the data have
been particularly volatile, with sharp declines in July being
followed by a fairly robust rebound in August. The GfK
barometer of consumer confidence14 recorded its largest
single-month decline for 26 years in July, but it has since
recovered some ground. Similarly, surveys of business
expectations from the Confederation of British Industry15 (CBI),
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD),16 along with the well-established Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI)17 series, all declined to multi-year lows immediately
following the Brexit vote, but more recently have bounced back.

After Brexit, which of the following do you think
will become harder to buy?

Wine

Exotic fruits

62%

Personal electronics

55%

Luxury goods

42%

Meat and fish

28%

Cheese

40%

Clothes

34%

33%

This resilience is likely to reflect the boost from a weaker
sterling, stimulus measures from the Bank of England and
the fairly rapid formation of the new government, which has
helped to alleviate some of the more acute policy uncertainty.

BLIPRT

14

http://www.gfk.com/en-gb/insights/report/uk-confidence/
http://www.cbi.org.uk/business-issues/the-economy/business-surveys/
distributive-trades-survey/
16
https://data.oecd.org/leadind/business-confidence-index-bci.ht
17
http://www.markit.com/product/pmi
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Post-vote spending holds up

Consumers remain optimistic

The immediate impact of the Brexit vote across the retail
sector has been far more benign. Sales volumes were robust
in summer, with retail surveys showing optimism about
continued near-term growth.

On the upside, our survey indicates that consumers believe
British retailers will support the economy in withstanding the
uncertainty of Brexit. A slight majority expect the quality and
availability of most goods to remain the same or improve
following the UK’s exit from the EU. UK households will also
retain their strong appetite for online and high-street spending.

This is entirely rational. Since the vote, nothing tangible has
changed for consumers or retailers. For now, the UK remains
a part of the EU and current household finances are
unaffected. In addition, economic conditions remain broadly
supportive of spending, with sales activity supported by
employment and real wage gains, expanding consumer
credit and heavy retail discounting.
But can this optimism be sustained over the medium term?
There are challenges ahead:

•

•

•

Underlying activity in the economy has gradually
weakened over the past year. With more fiscal austerity
planned and external demand subdued, the UK was likely
on track for a period of weaker growth irrespective of the
referendum outcome

55% of respondents believe that British retailers will
help the country to withstand the economic
uncertainty of Brexit.
64% say they feel proud of British retailers and the
service they offer to society.

Just 22% of consumers say they are less
likely to spend money on big-ticket items
today than they were before Brexit.

63% believe that when negotiating how the UK
leaves the EU, protection for British retailers should
be a priority.

The weaker pound will prove beneficial to the tourism sector,
boosting levels of visitor spending. Additionally, Brexit could
create a real opportunity for retailers to think about how they
can capitalise on the global demand for British-made goods.

65% agree that after Brexit we have a duty to support
British retailers and British goods.

6%

Change in consensus forecasts for UK economy in 2017:
the Brexit effect

After a long period of low inflation, price pressures are set
to rise in 2017, as the effects of the oil-price slump fade
and a weaker sterling pushes up import costs. As most
goods sold in the UK are imported, this will squeeze the
already-tight margins of many retailers – and dampen
household purchasing power
UK business surveys indicate a marked pull-back in
companies’ investment and hiring plans since the Brexit
vote.18 Sooner or later, this will weigh on overall demand,
not least as already-weak average earnings growth
slows further.

Our survey shows that British retailers could be
a beacon of hope in uncertain times

May 2016

5%

August 2016

3%

3%
2%

2%

2%
1%
GDP growth

1%

1%
Private

2%

Inflation

1%

0%

Employment
growth

Unemployment
rate

Average
earnings growth

Source: HM Treasury, Forecasts for the UK economy.

18

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/sep/21/businesses-scaling-back-investment-plans-brexit-vote-bank-of-england
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2%

Household disposable
income growth

Impact of Brexit: consumer perception vs reality
Better off?
Perception

Reality

Twice as many respondents believe that
the quality of groceries will improve as
think it will reduce (28% vs 14%).

If the UK leaves the EU and strikes new trade agreements, it could lead to a broader range
of groceries from a larger number of country sources. However, the UK would have to
assume responsibility for food standards that could differ from the harmonised EU system.
A Brexit could also make the UK more vulnerable to pressure from countries such as the
US to lower food standards (the EU has firmly resisted such pressure over recent decades).

More than twice as many respondents
believe that food labelling will improve as
believe it will get worse (26% vs 12%).

A ‘hard Brexit’ from the EU (with the UK trading under WTO rules) may offer greater
flexibility to the UK parliament to modify or improve current UK laws around food
labelling, many of which have been created as a result of EU regulations.
However, food imports from EU markets would still be subject to the existing EU regulatory
framework, implying a potential assortment of labelling and nutritional information on
supermarket shelves. Furthermore, UK food exporters could face higher costs from having
to comply with different food labelling regimes.

24% of respondents believe that the
availability of goods will improve,
compared with just 12% who think
it will reduce.

A Brexit could potentially lead to an influx of products from a wider range of countries.
Yet while this may broaden the availability of goods for UK consumers, a surge of cheaper
foreign imports could have serious implications for many domestic companies and sectors
(such as UK farming), which the government would be unlikely to ignore.

Worse off?
Over a quarter of respondents (28%)
believe that the prices of goods from
within the EU will rise, while only 15%
believe they will fall.

It is very likely that prices of goods from the EU will rise, in response to the weaker trend
level of sterling. There is also a strong chance of a period of higher global commodity
costs, as well as the possibility of the imposition of import tariffs.

22% of respondents believe that store
vacancies will increase, compared with
17% who believe they will decrease.

The national town centre vacancy rate rose to 10.1% in July 2016, up from 9.6% in April
2016 and the highest rate since April 2015.19 There is a reasonable prospect that the
vacancy rate will rise further, as weaker sterling raises import costs for retailers and as
higher inflation squeezes household disposable incomes and dampens demand.

Respondents expect that exotic fruits,
European wines, luxury goods and
cheese will become harder to purchase.

Certain categories of higher-end goods and food and drink items from the European
continent may, in time, become less readily available. This could be due to higher prices,
potential disruption to retailers’ supply chains, and regulatory divergence as new
trading agreements are negotiated. These developments could spur a gradual shift
towards greater demand (from consumers and retailers) for more unusual goods and
food and drink from non-EU markets.

19

British Retail Consortium/Springboard Vacancies Monitor, July 2016.
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“We shipped to over one hundred and
fifty countries around the world last year.
International trade is still a very small
part of our business, but we know that
the demand is there – so how do we
encourage and support that?”
Simon Belsham, CEO, Notonthehighstreet.com

Case study: Mothercare
Driving £19.6m in underlying profits by delivering an outstanding omnichannel experience.
Becoming a digital-first business

Creating an emotional connection with customers

As part of its strategy to become a ‘digital-first’ retailer,
Mothercare recently redeveloped its website with a more
modern look, improved responsiveness and mobile
adaptability. The website now provides shoppers with a
seamless omnichannel experience. By enabling customers to
shop on any device, while at home, on the move, or in-store,
the refreshed site is helping to further boost Mothercare’s UK
online sales – which increased by 15% in the last financial year.

Mothercare’s new app, which has been downloaded
over 975,000 times, is one example of how the firm
is using digital to serve customers more effectively.
The app provides helpful videos, a white noise device,
a contractions timer and an augmented reality feature
that enables customers to scan products in a catalogue
to get more information.

Bringing innovation to the high street

“We now have 2.4 million customers
in our database. This provides a rich
source of information to help us serve
them more effectively.”

The retailer is also using technology to enhance the
experience of shopping in its physical stores. “In our refitted
stores, every customer advisor has an iPad, and one in two
customer advisers in our other stores,” says Chief Financial
Officer Richard Smothers. “They use them to help customers
find the products they need, check stock and complete
orders.” The ‘Web-Enabled Stores’ initiative has been a
phenomenal success, with 40% of Mothercare’s online
sales being generated via this channel.
Another new introduction is e-receipts, which has given
Mothercare valuable data that can be used to foster a more
personal relationship with its customers. “We now have
2.4 million customers in our database,” says Smothers.
“This provides a rich source of information to help us serve
them more effectively.”

It’s clear that Mothercare is reaping the benefits of its
investment in omnichannel. In March 2016, the firm
announced an underlying pre-tax profit of £19.6m.
According to Smothers: “Omnichannel remains a strategic
objective of the business and our approach will continue
to evolve over time as we identify how we can best serve
our customers.”

About Mothercare
Mothercare is one of the UK’s best-known retailers.
Established in 1961, the chain now has over 1,300 stores
worldwide, specialising in products for expectant mothers
and in general merchandise for children up to eight years old.

Richard Smothers, Chief Financial Officer, Mothercare

Enhancing the in-store experience
While the firm’s online sales continue to increase,
Mothercare recognises that customers still want to visit
their stores. “Stores provide an important environment
to interact with, serve and advise customers,” explains
Smothers. “We have recently introduced coffee shops
and play areas in our larger shops, which are increasing
customer dwell times. Feedback has been very positive.”
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Richard Smothers
Chief Financial Officer
Mothercare

Case study: Notonthehighstreet.com
Connecting customers with 5,000 independent retailers.
Notonthehighstreet.com (NOTHS) is the UK’s leading
curated online marketplace, connecting the best small
creative businesses with consumers worldwide. The site
offers more than 200,000 products, many of which are made
to order by one of its 5,000 partner businesses across the UK.

Quick response
At the heart of NOTHS’s success is its ability to use digital
technology and big data to respond quickly to new trends
in the market. “Whether it’s The Great British Bake Off or
Princess Charlotte’s birth, we’re able to provide relevant
products within hours of an event happening,” explains
CEO Simon Belsham. “Because of the way we work and
the business model we have, we can lead with a much
more relevant, more customised, more empathetic offer.”

Connected technologies
According to Belsham, connected technologies are critical
for the business to work shoulder to shoulder with its
partners and provide a pipeline of new products to
customers worldwide. “Almost 50% of our sales every year
come from products that are less than 12 months old,”
he explains. “Helping our suppliers innovate means that
customers can always find something new, something
different, and something on-trend with us – but that only
comes when we can provide the tools, the software, the
data for our partners to be able to do that.”

Developing talent

Integrating online with offline

Many of NOTHS’s partners are small artisan producers
based across the UK, selling items from luxury cuisine to
art, plus a wide range of bespoke and personalised items.
The marketplace has a strong focus on finding new talent
and scaling the businesses it works with – 17 of which
have achieved sales of over £1m. “The growth of online
means you can shop for almost anything, anytime” explains
Belsham, “What makes us different is that we sell thousands
of products that customers won’t find widely available
elsewhere. Furthermore, by shopping with us customers are
supporting independent businesses and small communities
across the UK, something we know matters to them a lot.”

By responding to rising consumer demand for unique, quirky
and ethically conscious items, NOTHS achieved an annual
turnover of £158m for 2016. Recognising that customers feel
a strong affinity with the NOTHS brand, the business recently
celebrated its 10-year anniversary by launching a three-day
pop-up shop in Old Spitalfields Market.

“What makes us different is that we sell
thousands of products that customers
won’t find widely available elsewhere.”

“I don’t think the future will be about online or offline.
It’s going to be a combination of the two,” says Belsham.
“Through our pop-up shop we found that customers
loved meeting our partners and taking part in some of
our events. We don’t have immediate plans for opening
a chain of shops, but we will continue to look at how we
can augment what we do in physical experiences.”

Simon Belsham, CEO, Notonthehighstreet.com

Simon Belsham
CEO
Notonthehighstreet.com
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Conclusion
A compass for the future:
winning the hearts and minds of consumers
Our research highlights a clear opportunity for UK retailers
to drive competitive advantage in today’s fast-changing
market and capitalise on consumer demand for a more
diverse, vibrant high street – even in the face of external
challenges such as Brexit.
This holds equally true for online-only retailers, many of
which could benefit from bringing their brand to life for
customers through a compelling store format.
We believe there are four key areas on which retailers
should focus.

1

Make differentiation
your mantra
Our research shows that consumers feel proud of
British retailers and believe they will help the UK to
weather the economic uncertainty caused by Brexit.
Yet shoppers are clearly dissatisfied with the way the
UK high street is evolving, and particularly with the
lack of differentiation between stores.
For retailers, this presents an exciting chance to
delight customers by providing a compelling in-store
experience that sets them apart from the rest. Ways to
achieve this could include using technology to enable
shoppers to find out more about products in-store, see
what products look like in their home/on their person,
order goods for home delivery, and even customise
merchandise before they buy.
Some retailers are collaborating with other brands
to drive innovation. Tesco’s recent partnership with
Holland & Barrett, for example, will introduce a health
and wellbeing ‘store in store’ format in a number of
Tesco stores across the UK.20

20

2

Take a ‘fail fast’ approach to experimenting
with new technologies in store
Continually exploring the possibilities offered by digital
is vital to future-proofing the customer experience. Yet
our research shows that while some features – such
as smart fitting rooms and touchscreen technology –
hold appeal, others – such as robot customer service
representatives – may not persuade customers to visit
stores more often. Before investing, retailers should
experiment with and pilot new technologies to
understand whether they truly enrich the customer
experience or whether they’re a fad. And taking a ‘fail
fast’ approach here will help to avoid the unnecessary
expense of unsuccessful roll-outs.
Shoe retailer Clarks, for example, regularly pilots new
technologies. Some ideas, such as digital signage and
virtual interactive surfaces, weren’t successful enough
to merit widespread implementation; yet others –
such as using an iPad to measure children’s feet –
have proved highly popular and are now available
across Clarks’ stores.21

https://www.tescoplc.com/news/news-releases/2016/tesco-joins-forces-with-holland-barrett-in-pilot-health-wellbeing-partnership/
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240230441/Retailers-need-to-adopt-fail-fast-attitude-to-technology
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3

Prepare for the next era
of omnichannel
As adoption of smartphones continues to grow,
retailers must ensure that their stores allow
customers to use their mobile devices to enhance
their shopping experience – for example, to find
products, make payments, look for special offers
and benefit from expert advice and guidance.
However, some high-street stores are now blurring
the boundaries between digital and physical channels
entirely by arming customer service representatives
with iPads and enabling customers at home to get a
Skype tour of merchandise.
Meanwhile a number of online retailers are
introducing a high-street presence that enables
customers to interact with their brand and explore
popular products in person. Amazon Books
(Amazon’s bookstore in Seattle University Village),
for example, gives customers the opportunity to
discover the 5,000 most popular titles based on
online reviews.22

4

Put convenience and personalisation
at the heart of the offer
As the ‘Uber-isation’ of retail continues, consumers
will naturally gravitate towards brands that can
provide them with the exact product or service they
want, as soon as they want it – whether this is in-store
or online. Companies such as Notonthehighstreet.com
operate a ‘platform’ business model that gives them
the agility required to respond to shoppers’ demands
for personalisation and convenience.
Others are looking further ahead and exploring how
customers can order via a messaging app so that
purchasing becomes a seamless part of their
everyday experience.

22

http://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2016/02/11/why-would-amazon-open-physical-stores/#618d30ce3a1a
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